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This Month in Discover Pattaya
Hi Everyone,
I’d like to begin by congratulating the graduating students of St Andrews
International School Green Valley on achieving excellent results despite
all the problems of having to study during a pandemic.
With regards to the dreaded Corona Virus, we are delighted to see
measures put in place to help our long suffering tourist industry, namely
the cessation of the Thailand Pass and the announcement that the wearing
of masks is no longer mandatory.
As Thailand opens up to welcome more visitors Discover Pattaya/Pattaya
Treader are very grateful to be chosen as media partners for many
forthcoming events such as the Mega Sale Property Show at Mega Bangna
this month. Also, at the recent Thailand Yacht Show in Ocean Marina
where the Classic Car Club made an excellent showing of some of their
very finest vehicles. If you missed this you can view my report with Barry
on the Pattaya Trader YouTube channel and please subscribe for news
and reviews of future events.
Onwards and Upwards!
Gloria
gloria@patttayatrader.com

Interested in advertising?
Phone: 0837 683 696
We will give you the best possible deals and help your business grow
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By Bart Walters

I

t seems like every few years a new
wave of diet trends washes ashore,
and we just can’t help but try some of
them. Keto, Carnivore, Vegan, Intermittent
Fasting, OMAD, and on and on. Most of
us will eventually reach a threshold where
we can’t just eat what we want and rely
on exercise to burn off the calories. We
have to submit to the “diet” part of doctor
recommended “diet and exercise”. During
the past year, I’ve stepped up to that
challenge and have experienced some
interesting results. Making changes to my
eating protocol (see what I did there ...
got rid of that dirty “d” word) wasn’t easy.
I tried Vegan, Keto, Intermittent Fasting,
and a combination of regimens.
A vegan diet excludes all meat and animal
QSPEVDUT NFBU  QPVMUSZ  ÙTI  TFBGPPE 
EBJSZ BOEFHHT XIFSFBTBWFHFUBSJBOEJFUFYDMVEFTNFBU QPVMUSZ ÙTI BOETFBGPPE CVUNBZJODMVEFFHHTBOEEBJSZ
There is an old joke that pokes fun at vegans by saying, “You know how you can tell if someone is vegan? Don’t worry,
UIFZXJMMUFMMZPVXJUIJOUIFÙSTUNJOVUFTPGBOZDPOWFSTBUJPOo#VUEPZPVLOPXXIZWFHBOTBMXBZTXBOUUPUFMMZPV
BCPVUJU #FDBVTFJUmTIBSEBTIFMM*XFOUWFHBOGPSTJYXFFLTBOEHBWFVQ*UIJOLUIFSFBTPOTPNBOZEFEJDBUFEWFHBOT
are kind of militant about not harming animals is, you really need more motivation than just eating healthier to stick with
this way of living.
A lot of Thai people don’t eat animals or animal products. Most restaurants have a lot of vegan selections. The markets
are full of fresh fruits and vegetables. Veganism isn’t looked at like it’s a fad or alternate lifestyle. Going vegan in Thailand
JTSFMBUJWFMZFBTZ#VUGPSNF UIFEJGÙDVMUQBSUXBTBMXBZTGFFMJOHIVOHSZ*UTFFNFEMJLF*XBTFBUJOHBMMEBZMPOH"OE*
got bored with what I was eating. I did feel pretty healthy, but I hadn’t lost much weight and my digestive system was a
wreck. When you make radical changes in your diet, you should expect a bit of chaos in your gut.
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Next, I tried Keto. A “ketogenic” approach focuses on eating
very little carbohydrates, increased fat, and an adequate
amount of protein. Sugar is pretty much forbidden for keto
disciples, even from fruit. If you try keto, you’ll learn which
fruits are high on the glycemic index and which are lower
XJUI NPSF ÙCFS UP PGGTFU UIF TVHBS * XFOU LFUP GPS UXP
months. There’s a lot of meat and fat. The whole idea is to
switch your body from burning carbs for energy to burning
fat. There are hundreds of YouTube videos by “experts” on
the keto diet that can explain the science better than I can.
What I can tell you is that it works. Within one week, I
started losing weight at a pace of ½ kilo per day. I felt good.
My digestive system suffered only minor irritation. And it
was easy to stay on the diet because I could see results.
However, keto was not sustainable for me. I can’t eat that
much meat. I also don’t like butter, cheese, and a lot of
the other fat-rich foods you have to eat on keto to make it
XPSL8IBUmTNPSF *DSBWFEDBSCTMJLFSJDF CSFBE BOEOPPEMFT&WFONPSFEJGÙDVMUXBTOPUFBUJOHBMMUIFGSVJUT*MPWF
like mangoes, pineapples, and bananas. In the end, I concluded that the keto approach was just tricking my body into
losing weight. I knew for sure I would gain the weight back the minute I broke away from the rigid regimen, and I did.
Now that I look back, I’m thinking, “A diet that says bananas are bad for you probably isn’t good for you”.
Intermittent Fasting (IF) is limiting your food intake to a “feeding window”.The most common version of IF is just cutting
out breakfast. Let’s say you eat dinner at 6 PM and nothing else after that. If you don’t eat again until noon the next day,
you’ve fasted 18 hours. Then you can eat a hearty meal for lunch and another before 6 PM. The YouTube library can
better explain the science of this approach than me, but I can tell you that IF also works. I even went so far as to try the
extreme version of IF called OMAD (One Meal a Day) and that works even better.
Intermittent Fasting is just using math for weight loss. If you cut out one feeding, and all the snacks, it is much easier to
ÙOEZPVSTFMGCVSOJOHNPSFDBMPSJFTUIBOZPVUBLFJO DBMPSJDEFÙDJU *BMTPOPUJDFEUIBUJUUBLFTBGBJSBNPVOUPGEJTDJQMJOF
not to gorge yourself at meals to make up for the calories you aren’t consuming at whichever meals you are skipping.
Now I’m employing a combination approach. I eat a lowcarb (not no-carb)diet with lots of healthy non-animal fats like
avocadoes, nut butters, etc., and lean cuts of meat, poultry, and
ÙTI*mNTUJMMPO*'XJUIBOIPVSGFFEJOHXJOEPX5IFXFJHIU
is slowly coming off again.Like most of you, I encounter other
temptations that make sticking to a diet hard. Portion control
DBO CF EJGÙDVMU *mN BGSBJE NZ NPUIFS JT HPJOH UP IBVOU NF JO
my dreams for not “eating everything on my plate”. And I like to
drink alcohol, Not only is alcohol itself fattening, but I make poor
food decisions after consuming a few drinks (I can feel many of
ZPVOPEEJOHZPVSIFBETJOBGÙSNBUJPO 
8IBU*UIJOLJTJNQPSUBOUJTUPLFFQÙHIUJOHUIFHPPEÙHIUBOE
dial in a diet that works for your body and your lifestyle. I am
hopeful and optimistic that one day I can stop telling this joke:
n*MPTUÙGUZLJMPTUIJTZFBS6OGPSUVOBUFMZ JUXBTUIFTBNFUFOLJMPT
ÙWFUJNFTo

copywriter contact Bart Walters
bart@bartonwalters.com
www.bartonwalters.com
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MARRAKECH

L

PART 2 WHAT YOU MIGHT NOT EXPECT

ast month we wrote about the opening up of travel
and how the cessation of Test and Go in Thailand
has encouraged more of us to travel abroad. An easy
IPQ FTQFDJBMMZGPSVTMPOHIBVMUSBWFMMFST GSPNUIF6,BOE
&VSPQF JT .BSSBLFDI XIJDI JT HFOFSBMMZ POMZ B   IPVS
ÚJHIU BOE B QMBDF XF WFSZ NVDI SFDPNNFOE GPS UBLJOH B
small city break to tag on to your journey. If you missed the
article in our June issue where we wrote about what you
NJHIUFYQFDUUPÙOEJOUIJT.PSPDDBOKFXFMQMFBTFHPUPPVS
website pattayatrader.com to read it.
This month we want to focus on the more unusual and what
could be a surprise when you go to Marrakech. For example,
XF BMM LOPX BCPVU UIF TPVLT BOE UIFJS ÙOF BSSBZ PG FYPUJD
spices, handcrafted pottery and rugs, but did you know that
Marrakech has amazing leather goods with several tanneries
in the area? You can even visit these if you have a mind to
BOEBMUIPVHIUIFSFBSFBMTPQMFOUZPGUSBEJUJPOBMn"MJ#BCBo
style slippers on display, look a little further and you will see
the most amazing pumps and sliders made from the softest
MFBUIFSJOTJEFBOEPVUTPDPNGPSUBCMFBOETPDIFBQ

As we described last month traditional Moroccan food
mostly revolves around Couscous and Tagine dishes.
However, travel down the small alleys deep in the ancient
part of the Medina and you will be pleasantly surprised
CZ UIF WBSJFUZ PG XPOEFSGVM SFTUBVSBOUT ZPV DBO ÙOE
Some actually have trees growing in the courtyard. For
example, Limoni has fresh lemons growing just in reach
of the diners and unsurprisingly features lemon in many
of the dishes on its menu.

There are also many others beautifully kept to their early
T BOE T TUZMJOH TFSWJOH UIF NPTU BNB[JOH 'SFODI
and Italian food with all manner of delicious accompanying
wines. In fact, Morocco is the only place (other than Portugal)
where you can enjoy “Gris” wine, which is a wonderfully
light and refreshing Rose.
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Alcohol is available to over 18s from shops, supermarkets and
IPUFMTBTXFMMBTSFTUBVSBOUTBMUIPVHIZPVTIPVMEDIFDLUIJTÙSTU
when booking a table, and remember that the drinking of alcohol in
public (on the street for example) is still very much frowned upon.
8IBUZPVXJMMÙOEIPXFWFSJOTJEFUIFCBSTBOESFTUBVSBOUTBSFUIF
most amazing cocktails, skillfully, mixed and using the wonderful
array of available fruits and spices, especially the fresh mint and
basil that smell amazing as you raise the glass to your lips.
4UFQ PVUTJEF UIF BODJFOU XBMMT PG UIF .FEJOB BOE ZPV XJMM ÙOE
wide tree-lined avenues, beautiful parks and horse-drawn
carriages. A short journey to the west is Gueliz the modern face
of Marrakech and the so-called ‘New Town’. There are Europeanstyle shopping malls and small homeware boutiques aplenty,
plus an excellent array of bars and restaurants for a post-retail
therapy pit stop.

:PVmMMBMTPÙOEQMFOUZPGNVTFVNT
including (rather refreshingly) a
very interesting Women’s museum
showing how life has changed
for women over the years in this
Muslim country and another
favourite with visitors the Musée
Yves Saint Laurent. This includes
B TIPSU JOGPSNBUJWF ÙMN BOE B
permanent display of hundreds
PG HBSNFOUT TQBOOJOH IJT ZFBS
career and showing how the sights
and colours of Morocco inspired
his collections
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Driving the amazing Mae Hong Son Loop in
Northern Thailand

T

he Mae Hong Son Loop is a route that starts and ends
in Chiang Mai. It travels through a total of 1,864 curves
BMPOH JUT  LN MFOHUI -BVEFE BT POF PG UIF CFTU
motorbiking routes, nearly all the information I researched was
for bike fans - I even started to wonder if it was possible to
travel by car - but In fact, these are normal roads open to any
SPBEVTFS
8FTUBSUFEGSPN$IJBOH.BJPOUIFNBJOSPBEOPSUI UIF
BOEUIFOUVSOFEMFGUPOUPUIF"GUFSBTIPSUSJEFUISPVHIUIF
WBMMFZÚPPS UIFSPBECFHBOUPDMJNCBOEUXJTU BOEUIJTCFDBNF
the driving experience for the next 5 days. Narrow roads, lots
PGWFSZUJHIUDPSOFST ÙSTUDMJNCJOHBOEUIFOEFTDFOEJOHBTXF
QBTTFEUISPVHIOVNFSPVTNPVOUBJOSBOHFT"GUFSLNBOE
DVSWFT XFBSSJWFEJO1BJ
Pai is an amazing little town, located in a valley and
surrounded by mountains. There are many places here
for scenic photos and it is highly recommended to drive
up to the Yun Lai Viewpoint and a large café where you
can either come to take in the splendour of the valley or
return in the early morning for the sunrise. The entrance
DIBSHFJT5)#BOEUIFWJFXJTTQFDUBDVMBS
Down-town Pai is a lively place with quite a choice of
very well priced restaurants. On the day that we were
there, the night market had just opened with some
interesting local handicrafts. We stayed at the rather
lovely Pai Iyara Resort which offers bungalows with
XPOEFSGVMWJFXTPWFSUIFSJDFÙFMET5IFCVOHBMPXXBT
well equipped, comfortable and quiet. An excellent
breakfast was included.
On the second day, we drove toward Mae Hong Song and
decided to leave the ‘main’ road to visit the Tham Nam
Lod or the Nam Lot Cave with spectacular Stalagmites and
Stalactites
Having returned to the main road another deviation was taken
up the narrow and winding road to the Pang Mapha viewpoint
that offers the most amazing panoramas of the surrounding
mountains. There are no seats, just a shelf for your coffee and
your legs dangle above the trees way below you. They do
serve food and their coffee is an excellent local Jabo blend.

Again returning to the main road we continue to Mae
)POH4POH BUPUBMPGBSPVOELN "U NFUSFT
above sea level it was a little disappointing and did not
(instead of no) have much atmosphere when compared
to Pai. However, we did visit the Wat Phra That Doi Kong
Mu temple which is a revered place for motorcyclists
from around the world. No driver whether it be by bike
or car can leave Mae Hong Son without visiting the
local Chamber of Commerce to collect your personal
l$FSUJÙDBUF PG $PORVFTUm XIJDI DPNNFNPSBUFT UIF
achievement of having conquered the 1,864 road
curves.
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-FBWJOH.BF)POH4POHPVSÙSTUDBMMXBTUPUIFFODIBOUJOH4V5IPOH1BF
#BNCPP#SJEHF5IFCSJEHFJTFOUJSFMZNBEFPGXPPEXJUIBMBDFECBNCPP
QBUIXBZ*UDSPTTFTUIFSJDFÙFMETUPUIF5IBN1PP4B.BUFNQMF*UJTBO
JEZMMJDQMBDF XFNFUKVTUPUIFSQFPQMFIFSFBOEUIFSJDFIBSWFTUXBTJOGVMM
swing below us. Crossing the bridge we were blessed by 3 monks in their
saffron robes crossing toward us.
0VS WPZBHF DPOUJOVFE VQXBSET BMPOH SPVUF  8F DMJNCFE NPSF IJMMT
BOETUBSUFEESJWJOHUISPVHINPVOUBJOQMBUFBVTBOETDFOJDSJDFÙFMET0VS
EFTUJOBUJPOXBT#BO3BL5IBJ BOFODIBOUFEWJMMBHFOFTUMFEBSPVOEBMBLF
BUBOFMFWBUJPOPG NFUFST5IFSFBSFUXPNBJOIPUFMTUIBUEPNJOBUF
the village. Cottages are built in Chinese style up the hill and surrounded by
tea plantations. It is a wonderful place to stay a night and the lake makes
an enjoyable stroll.
3FUVSOJOHGSPN#BO3BL5IBJXFEFWJBUFEJOUPUIF1BOH5POH)JHI-BOE
3PZBM %FWFMPQNFOU $FOUSF #VJMU UP QSPNPUF BHSJDVMUVSF JO UIF IJHIMBOET
it is a vast complex high in the jungle. There is no information available in
English but it appears that you are free to drive everywhere, which is how
we ended up on a road next to the past Kings mountain home, the Pang
Tong Palace, where we noticed many wild growing coffee plants.
These have a rather unique method of being harvested as the area is a
conservation area for the Asian Palm Civet. This breed picks and eats
the ripest coffee beans which are then partially digested before being
secreted, they are then collected, washed, and dried before roasting.
To my great disappointment, there was no opportunity to either taste or
QVSDIBTFUIJTVOJRVFDPGGFF

Departing Mae Hong Song, it was about a three hour drive to Mae Sairing, an interesting riverside town which features
many old teak dwellings.
To complete the Loop one has to continue through
mountain roads as one continues to the interestingly
OBNFEUPXOPG)PU#ZUIJTUJNFXFXFSFRVJUFFYIBVTUFE
with mountain travel and decided to leave Doi Intanon
for another day and head back to Chiang Mai.
The Mae Hong Son loop is a fascinating journey however
I have seen that very small motorbikes are offered for this
drive which I would not recommend. These are serious
mountain roads with few facilities between the towns.
Do your research before you start and highlight the main
sights that you want to see. Enjoy the Mae Hong Son
MPPQ JUJTBOBNB[JOHQBSUPG5IBJMBOE
More of Kim’s adventures can be read
on his website https://meanderingtales.com/
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Thanks to Maxwell Kimberley-Thompson for the photos
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I

have been a fan of horse racing for as long as I can
remember and for all that time the name that has
towered above all others in the history of the sport is
Lester Keith Piggott. His record as the third most winning
rider in the history of the sport only tells half the story. At
IJT IFJHIU IF XBT POF PG UIPTF ÙHVSFT UIBU USBOTDFOEFE
IJTTQPSU8IFOUIF6,TUPQQFEPOUIFÙSTU8FEOFTEBZ
in June for the Derby, it was Piggott who attracted the
once a year punters, and he didn’t let them down, winning
the race an incredible nine times, a feat that will never be
bettered.

1JHHPUUBTBSJEFSXBTHJWFOCZ0m#SJFO XIFOIFTBJEUIBU
Piggott was better than everyone else in the big races and
you had to have him.

Lester could never be regarded as TV personality material
on the surface. He was partially deaf and had a speech
impediment that made his speaking voice not much more
than a mumble. It was when he got onto a racehorse that
something happened. His judgement of the best horse in
the big races was brilliant and he wasn’t scared of getting
onto them either, leaving many a fellow jockey steaming
in his wake. This was why the betting public followed him
so devoutly, they knew it was his choice and that meant it
must have a chance.

Piggott was the greatest jockey and the most famous name
that the world of horse racing has ever thrown up. As a fan of
the sport, many great memories are inextricably linked to the
Long Fellow. He will be sadly missed.

Piggott was tough, and the regime he had to follow to keep
IJTXFJHIUEPXOTPIFDPVMESJEFPOUIFÚBUXBTHSVFMMJOH
#FJOHmGFFUUBMM IFODFUIFOJDLOBNFUIF-POH'FMMPX 
he was basically hungry for forty years and how he lasted
so long was astonishing.

He was “careful” with money too. Although he played up
to it for effect sometimes, he didn’t like people to know
The other amazing record that Piggott set was his winning XIBUIJTQFSTPOBMXPSUIXBT6OGPSUVOBUFMZUIJTJODMVEFE
total at Royal Ascot. In his time the meeting was over four the Inland Revenue, who decided that he owed around
EBZT OPUÙWFMJLFJUJTUPEBZ BOEIJTUPUBMPGXJOOFST UISFFNJMMJPOJOPVUTUBOEJOHUBYJO-FTUFSEJTBHSFFE
BMNPTUEFÙFTCFMJFG1VUUIJTBMPOHTJEFIJTDMBTTJDTVDDFTT and was not inclined to give them the three million, hence
JO#SJUBJOBOEBSPVOEUIFXPSMEBOEJUmTFBTZUPTFFXIZIF the three year jail sentence, of which he served just over
is regarded as the best big race rider in history.
a year.

Piggott was associated with some of the best trainers of
all time throughout his career, including Sir Noel Murless,
4JS )FOSZ $FDJM  BOE NPTU GBNPVTMZ 7JODFOU 0m#SJFO BU
#BMMZEPZMF1JHHPUUBOE0m#SJFOXFSFUIFESFBNUFBN UIF
best jockey ever riding for the greatest trainer. Horses like
Sir Ivor, Nijinsky, The Minstrel and a host of others ensured
UIBUUIFQBSUOFSTIJQXPVMEHPEPXOJOIJTUPSZ0m#SJFOBMTP
gave Piggott what he described as his greatest moment in
the saddle, his comeback win on Royal Academy at the
#SFFEFST$VQJO1FSIBQTUIFCFTUFOEPSTFNFOUPG
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By: Magna Carta Law Firm

TRANSFER OF PROPERTY OWNERSHIP IN THAILAND

T

he registration of the transfer of property ownership from
the owner or developer to the buyer takes place at the
-BOE 0GÙDF BGUFS UIF QSPQFSUZ JT CVJMU  UIF DPOUSBDU IBT
been signed, and all the installment payments have been made.
The remaining balance of the purchase price is usually paid on
UIFEBZPGUSBOTGFSBUUIF-BOE0GÙDF
Whoever buys or sells a property in Thailand should be aware of
the following taxes and fees:

• Land Registration (Transfer Fee)
5IFSBUFJTPGUIFBQQSBJTFEWBMVFPGUIFQSPQFSUZ
• Stamp Duty/Fee
PGUIFBTTFTTFEWBMVFPSUIFBDUVBMTFMMJOHQSJDF XIJDIFWFS
BNPVOUJTIJHIFS4UBNQEVUZEPFTOPUIBWFUPCFQBJEJGTQFDJÙD
business tax is applicable.
• Specific Business Tax
DBMDVMBUFEPOUIFCBTJTPGUIFHPWFSONFOUBQQSBJTFEWBMVF
or the actual selling price, whichever amount is higher. This tax
POMZ BQQMJFT JG UIF QSPQFSUZ JT TPME XJUIJO UIF ÙSTU ÙWF ZFBST PG
ownership. Otherwise, a stamp duty will be assessed instead.
• Income Tax
Income from the sale of a property is subject to income
taxation. This is calculated based on the government appraised
value of the property, the length of time it has been owned and the
applicable personal income tax rate. When the property seller is
BDPNQBOZ UIFXJUIIPMEJOHUBYJTPGUIFTFMMJOHQSJDFPSPGUIF

assessed value, whichever is higher. When the property seller is
an individual, the withholding tax is calculated on a progressive
JODPNFUBYTDBMF6OEFS5IBJUBYMBXTUIFMBOEPGÙDFNVTUUBLF
the income withholding tax at the time of transfer of ownership.
There are the taxes that the seller needs to pay because it is
deemed that the seller is the person who obtain the income.
.PSFPWFS  UIF SFHJTUSBUJPO GFF TIBMM CF QBJE CZ IBMG  TFMMFS 
BOECVZFS"OZUFSNTOFHPUJBUFECZUIFCVZFSBOEUIFTFMMFS
must be stipulated in the sales contract.
Documents needed for the transfer of land and house ownership
1. The title deed for the property (Chanote)
$PQJFTPGUIFQBTTQPSU T PSPUIFSJEFOUJÙDBUJPOEPDVNFOUT
of both the buyer and the seller
3. Copies of the entry stamp(s) in the passport(s) of the foreign
buyer and/or the seller
4. Company Documents updated for the last 3 months
Documents needed for the transfer of condominium ownership
1. The title deed for the property (Chanote)
%PDVNFOUGSPNDPOEPNJOJVNKVSJTUJDQFSTPOTUBUJOHUIBUBMM
maintenance fees are paid up (Letter of Debt Free)
$PQJFTPGUIFQBTTQPSU T PSPUIFSJEFOUJÙDBUJPOEPDVNFOUT
of both the buyer and the seller
4. Copies of the entry stamp(s) in the passport(s) of the foreign
buyer and/or the seller
'PSFJHO&YDIBOHF5SBOTBDUJPO$FSUJÙDBUFPS5IPS5IPS GPS
purchases in the name of a foreigner only)
6. Company Documents updated for the last 3 months
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KATE BUSH AND RUNNING UP THAT HILL

PSUZGPVSZFBSTBGUFSIBWJOHIFSÙSTUOVNCFSPOFTJOHMFXJUIn8VUIFSJOH)FJHIUTo ,BUF#VTIIBTSFUVSOFEUPUIF
UPQTQPUJOUIF6,DIBSUTXJUIn3VOOJOHVQUIBU)JMMo BTPOHPSJHJOBMMZSFDPSEFEBOESFMFBTFEJO5IFOFX
found popularity of the song has been inspired by its appearance on the soundtrack of the popular TV show
n4USBOHFS5IJOHTo XIJDIJTJOUPJUTGPVSUITFSJFTBOEFOKPZTNBTTJWFFYQPTVSFPO/FUÚJY
8JOPOB3ZEFS UIFBDUPSXIPIBTPOFPGUIFMFBEJOHSPMFTJOUIFTIPX IBTCFFOBNBKPS,BUF#VTIGBOTJODFTIFXBT
young and apparently has been dropping hints for years to try to get her music featured on the soundtrack. The wearing
PGB,BUF#VTIUTIJSUGPSWJSUVBMMZFWFSZEBZTTIPPUJOHPGUIJTGPVSUITFSJFTTFFNTUPIBWFEPOFUIFUSJDL
*mNBCJHGBOPG,BUFNZTFMG IBWJOHCFFOUVSOFEPOUPIFSCZNZUIFOGVUVSFXJGFTPNFXIFSFJOUIFMBUFmT4IFJT
DFSUBJOMZPOFPGUIFNPTUUBMFOUFEBOEJOOPWBUJWFTPOHXSJUFSTUPDPNFGSPNUIF6,TJODFUIFmTBOEJUmTHSFBUUPTFF
a new generation of fans enjoying her music.
"GFXSFDPSETIBWFCFFOCSPLFOCZUIFTPOHSFBDIJOHUIFOVNCFSPOFTMPUJOUIF6,*UmTZFBSTTJODFIFSÙSTUOVNCFS
POFJO CFBUJOH5PN+POFTBUZFBSTGPSUIFMPOHFTUHBQCFUXFFODIBSUUPQQFST4IFIBTSFQMBDFE$IFSBTUIF
oldest female singer ever to top the charts, and the song now has the record for taking the longest time ever to reach
OVNCFSPOF TPNFZFBSTBGUFSJUTSFMFBTF*UmTBMTPIFSÙSTUUPQÙWFIJUJOUIF64"
Always a very private individual, Kate has nonetheless
said in recent interviews that she is delighted that
the TV series has brought her music to the attention
of a new, younger audience, and with more tracks
from her to be featured as the series moves on, there
could be more success to follow. Sounds good to
me.
,BUFTSFBDUJPO XIFOJOUFSWJFXFECZUIF##$ XBT
"It's just extraordinary. I mean it's such a great series,
I thought the track would get some attention, but
never imagined that it would be anything like this.
It's so exciting and what's wonderful is that this is
a whole new audience who in a lot of cases haven't
heard of me and I love that"
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H

ow many times have you gone into a bar, restaurant, café, club or seen a
MJWFNVTJDTIPX XIFSFUIFNVTJDEPFTOmUTFFNUPÙUUIFTVSSPVOEJOHT

It’s one of my biggest complaints and I’m sure you will understand when I say
that I’m no shrinking violet in holding back by respectfully and calmly asking the
management to maybe think about their selections and adjust accordingly. The
playback volume is also crucial to the enjoyment of the overall experience. It’s
not always too loud, I have had instances where I’ve asked for the background
music to be increased to suit the surroundings.
"GUFSIBWJOHPWFSGPSUZÙWFZFBSTmFYQFSJFODFBTBOFOUFSUBJONFOUQSPGFTTJPOBM
one of the biggest ingredients to my successes has been the ability to analyze
what is required from a song, group of songs, playlist, whether for a live event
or indeed, radio, with the accent on checking out your target audience and
realizing what it is they would like to hear for any given situation…..then add a
few songs they never even knew they wanted to hear, risky but easily achieved
with enough thought. My 96FM radio playlist is testament to this with many
comments of how wonderful it was to hear something new and, sometimes,
amusing.
When two or three open adjacent venues are all playing different music, eg.
Walking Street in the late evening, the result for me is a big headache and an
inability to enjoy just one set of musical notes. Also, playing boom-tsh-boomtsh-boom-tsh-boom-tsh electronic dance music, when it’s quite obviously
inappropriate for the bill paying clientele, is a failure to entertain correctly. That’s
not to say that a softer ‘Tropical or Chill House’ style of boom-tsh-boom-tshboom-tsh-boom-tsh is wrong. I’m actually a big fan of it, at the right volume and
correct environment.
I have always been delighted when bookers for my live shows over many
years, have complimented me on my song choices, which are always different
according to the event and event goers. Sometimes I have to disappoint a
requestee when turning down their particular song as, from experience, I know
UPPXFMM UIBUBTNBMMNJOPSJUZNJHIUCFTBUJTÙFECVUUIFNBKPSJUZXJMMOPU

This mind set also translates into my recorded output. There really is
no point in releasing product that no-one wants to hear, or that has
no direct message that the listener can understand. Therefor, when
I’m writing or recording new material, whilst creating something new,
I always think about how it would sound onstage or on the radio and
if the listener can maybe make a connection to it.
I attribute my recent successes with songs or albums that have been
enthusiastically received by radio stations worldwide, to listening
closely to the music I like to hear and telling myself why that is.
Last month, I launched my new YouTube channel
'"##";.64*$57 DIFDLJUPVUQMFBTFBOEIJUUIF
46#4$3*#& CVUUPO GPS QSPNQUT PO OFXMZ VQMPBEFE
material).
Over the next few months I will be uploading many
songs and videos from catalogue of hits and recent
BMCVNTXIJDI*USVTUZPVXJMMBMMÙOEFOUFSUBJOJOH
I really hope that you can witness the hard work that has
gone in to writing, recording, and making videos for my
original creative work …. and that you will come to the
conclusion that I have chosen to produce the right music.
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10 Psychological Hacks
Psychology can offer a variety of techniques and tricks to help manage stress, anxiety, or other issues. So, we hope you
ÙOEUIFTFVTFGVMFJUIFSXIFODPOEVDUJOHCVTJOFTTPSTJNQMZJOZPVSEBZUPEBZMJGF

Eye Contact
If you are nervous or feel anxious when being introduced to a new person? Here’s a trick that might help. When talking
UPTPNFPOFOFXUSZUPNBLFFZFDPOUBDUBOEQBZBUUFOUJPOUPUIFJSFZFDPMPVS5IJTXJMMNBLFZPVBQQFBSDPOÙEFOUBOE
help you focus. However the opposite is also true if there is someone you wish to avoid - in that case it is best to avoid
eye contact.

Combat stage fright
You don’t have to be an actor or musician to encounter stage fright. It may be that you have a presentation to make for
work or have to make a speech. If this makes you nervous a good trick is to try some counting. You can simply count
the number of people in attendance, glasses of water you can see as counting will help you focus on something other
than your anxiety.You might also try chewing gum if you are feeling anxious as this can reduce stress levels and help
you to feel calmer and more in control. Or simply take deep breaths before you are about to speak.

Appear conﬁdent
Wearing a smile is one of the best ways to show that you are approachable and friendly. At a social or business event
it signals that you are happy to be there and are enjoying the company. Also, studies have shown that wearing bright
DMPUIFTDBONBLFZPVGFFMIBQQJFSBOEBQQFBSNPSFDPOÙEFOU

Be aware of body language.
#PEZ MBOHVBHF DBO TBZ B MPU BCPVU ZPV BOE JT
important to pay attention in a social setting., for
example, if you are crossing your arms, it can
indicate that you are not open to talking to others.
Therefore, try to keep your body language open
and welcoming if you want to make it easy for
others to have a friendly conversation with you.
Also when you are talking to someone, try to mirror
their body language as this is a subtle way to
show you are engaged in their conversation with
a sense of similarity. For example if they are sitting
with their legs crossed, you can sit with your legs
crossed, too. If however they are crossing their
arms or looking away, it might be a good time to say
goodbye rather than overstaying your welcome.
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Destress with physical activity
Exercising can reduce stress and help your mood, If you are feeling overwhelmed, take some time out for physical
activity. This can help to clear your head and give you the energy to face the challenges ahead. Even if you don’t feel
like stepping out of your room, force yourself to take a walk. Also remember that even though sitting at one place at
your desk all day long may seem like the best way to get work done, it is essential to take breaks and move around. .

Learn to say no
Some people feel guilty when they
say no but it's impossible to please
everyone all the time. Although you
may wish to help others and make them
happy, be sure this doesn’t come at the
QSJDFPGZPVSPXOXFMMCFJOH*GZPVÙOE
that you need to say no to someone, try
not to feel guilty about it.

Try to give positive
feedback
We all know positive feedback goes
a long way and especially living in
Thailand we must be aware of the need
to “save face”’ Therefore it is important
to ensure you give constructive
feedback and try to focus on positive
BTQFDUT ÙSTU 'PS JOTUBODF  ZPV NJHIU
start by saying something like, “I really
like how you….” to help soften the
blow before any negative feedback you
might have to give.

Try to stay positive
Hope for the best but prepare for the worst and try to stay positive. It will help you maintain a better outlook and give
you the strength to keep pushing forward. Also, when you are talking to someone, try nodding your head while they are
speaking. This simple gesture can help to make them feel more comfortable and you can also try nodding your head
UPNBLFTPNFPOFBHSFFXJUIZPVUIJTIVNBOSFÚFYNJHIUXPSLJOZPVSGBWPVS:PVSUPOFBOEWPJDFDBODPOWFZBMPUPG
information, even if you are not saying anything and a positive manner can help to put the other person at ease.

Remain silent to avoid conﬂicts
If there are times when you feel emotional or stressed, it might be better to refrain from talking rather than engage in a
DPOÚJDU5IJTDBOCFFTQFDJBMMZUSVFJGZPVBSFEFBMJOHXJUIBTUSFTTGVMTJUVBUJPO*OTUFBEPGBSHVJOHXIFOTPNFPOFTBZT
something that you disagree with, try to stay silent and take a moment to collect your thoughts. This can help you to
BWPJEFTDBMBUJOHUIFDPOÚJDUPSTBZJOHTPNFUIJOHUIBUZPVNJHIUMBUFSSFHSFU

Limit your
indecisiveness
We have all been in a
tiresome situation where
we just cannot make up our
minds about something.
This can be excruciating
and lead to a lot of wasted
time.
A good hack, therefore, is
to limit your options. For
example, if you are choosing
BO PVUÙU GPS B QBSUZ  PS BO
important occasion just pick
out two or three instead of
standing and staring into
ZPVSXBSESPCF
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CROSS WORD JULY 2022

Across

2. Sugar Kane in the 1959 movie Some Like It Hot (7,6)
4. Oskar Schindler in the 1993 movie, Schindler's List (4,6)
5. Director of the 1941 movie classic, The Maltese Falcon (4,6)
11. Samantha in the 2005 movie, Bewitched (6,6)
12. The voice of RJ in the 2006 movie, Over the Hedge (5,6)
13. Harry Lime in the 1949 movie, The Third Man (5,6)

Across

2. Fagin in the 2005 movie, Oliver Twist (3,8)
4. Daniel Dravot in the 1975 movie, The Man who would be
King (4,7)
9. Ann Darrow in the 1933 classic, King Kong (3,4)
0LWFK%UHQQHULQWKHˋOP7KH%LUGV 
11. Dr Richard Kimble in the 1993 movie, The Fugitive (8,4)
12. Director of the 2003 movie, Open Range (5,7)
13. Director of the 2000 movie, Gladiator (6,5)

Down

Down

1. Johnny Hooker/Kelly in the 1973 movie, The Sting (6,7)
3. Prince Feisal in the 1962 movie, Lawrence of Arabia (4,8)
5. Frank Costello in the 2006 movie, The Departed (4,9)
*DEULHO6KHDULQWKHPRYLH6ZRUGˋVK 
7. The prefect of police in the 1942 classic, Casablanca (6,5)
8. Ray Ferrier in the 2005 movie, War of the Worlds (3,6)
9. Dr Gibbon in the 2003 movie, The Singing Detective (3,6)
10. Don Lockwood in the 1952 movie, Singin' in the Rain (4,5)

1. Bernie Focker in the 2004 movie, Meet the Fockers (6,7)
3. Detective Jimmy 'Popeye' Doyle in the 1971 movie, The French
Connection (4,7)
4. Detective Virgil Tibbs in the 1967 movie, In the Heat of the
Night (6,7)
5. The Ringo Kid in the 1939 classic, Stagecoach (4,5)
6. George Taylor in the 1968 movie, The Planet of the Apes (8,6)
7. Shylock in the 2004 movie, The Merchant of Venice (2,6)
8. Lewis Medlock in the 1972 movie, Deliverance (4,8)

SOLUTIONS ARE ON PAGE 58
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